Customer Case Study Industry

Facts
Challenge
Bulding a lighter, yet more
powerful vacuum gripper for a
major American food producer’s
equipment supplier.
Solution
With EOS systems, it was quite
easy to build a lighter and even
more powerful tool that
enables smarter packaging.
Results
• Efficient: 500g light gripper
has four times the power
• Fast: new tool was ready to
use in just one week
• Tweaked: less parts make
assembly very easy
• Flexible: freedom of design
enables optimized production
processes

The bottom of the gripper cup showing the Swiss cheese pattern of channels leading to the vacuum hole at the top of the
workpiece. Making these holes with conventional machining would have been impossible, but was easy to accomplish
with additive manufacturing. (Source: Anubis 3D)

Lighter, yet more Powerful: Vacuum Grippers
for Smarter Packaging

An innovative, industrial, 3D-printed end-of-arm enables
Langen Group to lighten the load on their customer’s robotic
packaging line
New robots for the pick-n-pack line were already on order when the major American food producer’s
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A dual-box version of the
completed vacuum
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